MUSIC CITY CELEBRATION 5
SALE UPDATES

Sale Order will be Donation, Lot A, 1-10, 11S, 11-68

Donation Lot: Package of 6 embryos

3#1 IVF Female Latenite X Ex Absolute RC X Subliminal EX97 (See Lot 43 for pedigree) Donated by Liddleholm, Argyle NY

1#1 IVF FM Aristocrat-Red X Infra-Red EX 93 (See lot 16 for pedigree) Donated by Infra Partners, Hill, Topp, Umble and Borba

2#2 IVF Female Kid Rock X Comet (See lot 28 for pedigree) Donated by Abbott and Woodmansee

These embryos will be sold by the piece X the Money and all the proceeds will sent to Matt Oechsle to help with medical expenses for he and his girlfriend, Kenzie Ray, after their tragic automobile accident.

Lot 1: First choice from 4 Cheerful-Red Implants for early Sept calves and next IVF round to Altitude-Red both sires included with a guarantee of two calves to pick from.
Lot 2 : Name : Winright King She Wolf  Tag 203  Reg Pending
Lot 3 : Footloose is bred back and due Spring of 2022. 5 implants. Guarantee 2 calves to pick from.
Lot 4 : 7 Implants by Lambda and a guarantee of two to pick from. Turbo is due back For the 2022 show season
Lot 5 : 8 implants for September calves. Guarantee two to pick from.
Lot 7 : Housed at Kurt and Sarah Loehr, Eden , WI 920-602-0101
Lot 10: Choice of Andrea Crowe OR Budjon King Doc Adrienne-ET B 6-27-21 3205758019. Pick a big time heifer from this year or for next year!!!!
Lot 11 : 12 Female Transfers for Sept 2022. Guarantee 2 calves to pick from
Lot 12 : Correct email . Jenniferwakeley@gmail.com
Lot 17: Pregnant and due June to Sexed Awesome-Red
Lot 19 : OUT
Lot 22 : Dam now Max EX 92  9 fresh egg transfers 12/2/21
Lot 23 : Change Sire to Believe RC PO. (3.29T Mirand x Crush) 5 Implants
Lot 24 : Important update NOT a MAY Calf, it is pick of a JUNE or SEPT CALF
Lot 27 : 6 Transfers for Full age September calves
Lot 33 : 12 implants for September calves. Guarantee two to pick from
Lot 34 : 3 femalepregs to pick from
Lot 37 : Bred 10/17 Pregnant to sexed Chocolatier. Milking Yearling for fall 2022
Lot 38 : Have Not is due in April 2022 !!! 8 Transfers and guarantee 2 to pick from
Lot 43 : 2 pregds due 6/15 and 4 pregds due 7/12
Lot 44 : Habatan not only makes AA daughters. Latest daughter AOT Doc Hooligan-ET 2935 gTPI, 1776M 80F  56P  3.56T One of the most valuable calves of breed Brothers to Hooligan, Hoosick 2883 gTPI, Homecoming 2879 gTPI, Honour 2599 gTPI and 3.96 T
Lot 45 : 8 Implants for September calves from one of Cookie Cutter’s best heifers.
Lot 59 : 8 Implants for September calves
Lot 60 : Dam Now EX 95 !
Lot 61 : Reg Number of calf  68330051  Calf looks fantastic
Lot 63 : 4 Calves to pick from 241 9-3-21, 242 9-3-21, 243 PO 9-4-21, 244 PO 9-6-21
Lot 66 : 5 Calves to pick from 11347, 11348, 11349, 11351, 11352.
Lot 68 : Showing heats, ready to flush or breed!